A Sandomierz penny of Vladislas the Ell-high (1305–1333) from the graveyard in Felsőzsolca, Hungary
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ABSTRACT

The present paper seeks to examine a rare medieval coin from Poland, which was found in the medieval churchyard of Felsőzsolca in 1999. The place of origin of the penny was unknown for a long time, and the similar first specimens were found in the excavation on the hillfort of Piotrówka in Radom only in 2013. At present, we know as many as six such specimens.
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THE SITE – THE MEDIEVAL CHURCH AND CHURCHYARD OF FELSŐZSOLCA

Felsőzsolca is in Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén county, on the north-east part of Hungary, 6 km to the east from Miskolc (Fig. 1). The site is located in the old bank of the river Sajó, on the Nagyszilvás mound, a residential area of the town. The church and the cemetery has been excavated by the Hungarian National Museum between 1999–20001 with the support of the Municipality of Felsőzsolca.

Written sources referred to Felsőzsolca first in 1291. The church – named after St. Michael – occurred for the first time in the papal tithe register between 1332–1335. In the 14th century the village belonged to the Diósgyőr domain of the Paulite Order. In the 15th–16th century the owners were members of the lower and middle nobility. In consequence of the unceasing Turkish attacks and the ensuing epidemics the village became depopulated: in 1712 Felsőzsolca was mentioned among deserted villages. The church had been in ruins when the delegate of the bishopric of Eger visited the “old catholic church” in the middle of the 18th century. At that time only 49 people lived in the village – mainly Ruthenians (Transcarpathian Ukrainians) – who used the site as a cemetery. By the end of the 19th century the church fell into oblivion and Nagyszilvás was used as a plum orchard.

During the excavation we found the remains of St. Michael church and 189 graves of the churchyard (Fig 2). Only the bottom of the building’s foundation-ditch has survived to our

time. The outer length of the church is 16.5–17.5 m, the nave is about 12 m long. The sanctuary was semicircular and raised. The walls of the church were made from broad-stones. By reason of its style and measurement the church could be dated to the 12th–13th century. It is likely that the mentioned church was not the first religious structure, because its foundation cut some graves, for example No. 163 that is dated from the 11th–12th century by a pair of S-ended hair-ring.

The set-up of the churchyard is similar to the rural cemeteries of the period (13th–16th century), as most of the graves and also the richest ones were on the south side. Burials are oriented mostly to the West but two exemptions (Nos. 28 and 49). From the 14th century on, the dead were mainly buried in wooden coffins and with their arms crossed.

At least 8% of the burials contain jewellery, dress ornaments or grave-goods. Remains of the 16th–17th century woman attire (pearly coronets, silk bodices) were found in graves 162 and 180. Superstitious habit – probably connected with witchcraft – could be the reason of burying jugs and fragments of a pipe with the old woman of grave 129. In this grave a Bavarian penny of Charles Albert (1726–1745) was found.

Close to the western façade of the church, in grave 27, containing remains of a child, a medieval coin of unknown origin was found. The depth of the grave was 97 cm from the present ground surface. The lower part of the skeleton was destroyed by the irregular buried (N–S orientated) grave No. 28. (Fig. 3). Only the skull and the upper arm were intact. The coin was found close to the jaw bone, and it was unidentified for years (Fig. 4).²

THE COIN

The only medieval coin found in the graveyard turn out to be a Polish penny from the fourteenth century (Fig. 4).

1. Obv.: in the margin, ++[DЄ]DARIV[S]; in the field, a large letter S with a large pellet in the middle, borders of pellets. Same die as No. 5.

Rev.: in the margin, +S[Λ]DOMIRI; in the field, the eagle's head left, crowned with a low, open crown surrounded with three lilies. Borders of pellets.

Chipped, 0.15 g, 12 mm. Find: Radom-Piotrówka hoard.

2. Obv.: ++DЄDARIV[S]; Rev.: +SA[D]DOMIRI. 0.27 g, 12.5 mm. Find: Radom-Piotrówka hoard.

3. Obv.: ++DЄDARIV[S]; Rev.: +SA[D]DOMIRI; same die as No. 5 and the Felsősolsca specimen.

Corroded, 0.22 g, 12.7 mm (a). Find: Sandomierz Mariacka hoard, 2014.³

4. Obv.: +DЄDARIV[S]; same die as the Felsősolsca specimen. Rev.: +S[Λ]DOMIRI. 0.33 g, 12.7 mm (b). Find: Lublin, 2017.⁶

5. Obv. ++DЄDARIV[S]; same die as No. 1. Rev. [+S]DOMIRI; same die as No. 3 and the Felsősolsca specimen.

Broken, ¼ is missing. 0.27 g, 12.6 mm. Find: Miechów, 2012.⁷

Thus the Felsősolsca specimen's obverse is set in a die-chain consisting of almost all known specimens but No. 2 (Fig. 5).

The legend indicates clearly that this is denarius Sandomiriae or Sandomiriensis, i.e. a “penny of Sandomierz”, and refers to Sandomierz, an important political and commercial centre in south-eastern Poland (Fig. 6). The name of any ruler is absent from the coin, though. Also the obverse type, a bold letter S, does not indicate a ruler since there was no ruler whose name would begin with S in Sandomierz in the fourteenth century. Therefore, the letter S must stand for Sandomierz again. The letter always has a large pellet set in its middle. Such a form has no analogy in Polish epigraphy of the fourteenth century.⁸ On the other side, the crowned eagle's head with neck and four feathers – one can say, an eagle's bust – seems to be a part of the White Eagle, the coat of arms of the king of Poland. But the White Eagle occurs also on Sandomierz seals, together with other royal symbols. On the great seal (dated recently to the first half of the fourteenth century), the shield and helmet of the king are placed upon the city gate and surrounded with the legend s[illum or signum] regis polonie et civitatis sandomirie, or s[illum] minvs civitatis sandomirie, and on the seal of the city court (ława), the eagle's upper half is accompanied with: s[illum] scabinorvm sandomiriensis.⁹

5. Michał P. Grabowski, pers. comm.

6. Michał P. Grabowski, pers. comm.

7. Paweł Micyk's excavation; coin study by Roksana Wawrzczak and Borys Paszkiewicz.


²We would like to thank Dr. Csaba Tóth, the numismatist of the Hungarian National Museum, who first identified the coin, for his help.

³Frynas 2015, 246–249.

Fig. 1. Felsőzsolca-Nagyszilvás, the site
1. kép. Felsőzsolca-Nagyszilvás, a lelőhely

Fig. 2. The groundplan of the excavation
2. kép. A templom és a temető, ásatási összesítő rajz
Fig. 3. Felsőzsolca-Nagyszilvás Grave No. 27.
3. kép. Felsőzsolca-Nagyszilvás, a 27. sír

Fig. 4. Felsőzsolca-Nagyszilvás, the Sandomierz coin
4. kép. Felsőzsolca-Nagyszilvás, a 27. sírban talált Sandomierz érem

Fig. 5. Die links of Sandomierz pennies. Rings: obverses; squares: reverses; 1 to 5: specimens from the Polish finds according to the list; F: the Felsőzsolca specimen (drawing by Nicole Lenkow)
5. kép. A Sandomierz érmék verőtövének kapcsolatai: kerek: előlap; négyzetek: hátlap; 1–5: a lista szerinti példányok a lengyel leletekből; F: a felsőzsolcai példány

Fig. 6. Location map of Polish sites discussed in the text in relation to political divisions from c.1320 (drawing by Nicole Lenkow)
6. kép. A lengyel lelőhelyek térképe az 1320 körüli politika viszonyokra

Fig. 7. The Great Seal of the city of Sandomierz, c. 1300?, possibly recut in 1343. Cast bronze copy, 19th century (Jagellonian University, Department of Auxiliary Historical Disciplines, no. D 336, photograph provided by courtesy of Professors Paweł Stróżyk and Zenon Piech)
7. kép. Sandomierz nagypecsétje 1300 körüli, valószínűleg 1343-ban újravésve. Öntött bronz, 19. századi másolat
Casimir the Great (1333–1370). Only recently, Piotr king from 1320) but Mieczysław Rokosz suggested rather during Vladislas the Elbow-high’s times (1305–1333, the Marian Gumowski believed that the great seal was produced denarius Sandomiriensis identical with the issuer of the ?

Fig. 8. The seal of the city court (ława) of Sandomierz, 1336(?) Cast bronze copy, 19th century (Jagellonian University, Department of Auxiliary Historical Disciplines, no. D 337, photograph provided by courtesy of Professor Zenon Piech)
8. kép. Sandomierz városi bíróságának (ława) pecsétje 1336-ból(?). Öntött bronz, 19. századi másolat

enough to depict it in a whole. We do not know the legal basis of using royal symbols on the city seals but this certainly reflects close ties between the king and the city elite. But who was the king from the Sandomierz seals and was he identical with the issuer of the denarius Sandomiriensis? Marian Gumowski believed that the great seal was produced during Vladislas the Elbow-high’s times (1305–1333, the king from 1320) but Mieczysław Rokosz suggested rather Casimir the Great (1333–1370). Only recently, Piotr Stróżyk observed that the crest on the seal is adorned with linden leaves that were emblems of kings of Bohemia, especially Wenceslas II and John the Blind, of whom the former ruled Sandomierz in 1292–1305. What is more, the irregularities in the legend suggest that it might be re-engraved with the word Polonie instead of Boemie. Eventually, this scholar suggests that the great seal was originally produced in 1297–1300, after the Bohemian coronation of Wenceslas II and before his Polish one, and possibly recut in 1343.

However, a crowned eagle’s heads or busts occur on other Polish coins from the last decades of the thirteenth and the first two decades of the fourteenth century, in Silesia, Opole Province, Greater Poland, Łęczyca, Sieradz and Cracow Provinces (Fig. 9). It is difficult to say why it was not a whole figure of an eagle there but certainly it did not result from a lack of space. Possibly it was so in order to discern these coins from other ones, showing a whole eagle. Therefore, the reducing an eagle to its bust might be caused by a purely practical reason resulting from the needs of the monetary market. Anyway, a crowned eagle’s head on a Polish coin may suggest its issuer being a king or a pretender to the crown of Poland. We have to do with a Sandomierz coin struck when the local city elite emphasized their ties with a king of Poland, but not necessarily with the ruling prince.

The province of Sandomierz became a princely appanage in 1146. Starting from 1228, its rulers styled themselves the dukes of Sandomierz, duces Sandomirie. In the period of question, they were:
1. Vladislas the Ell-high, 1290–1292,
2. Wenceslas II of Bohemia, 1292–1305 (king of Poland from 1300),
3. Vladislas the Ell-high, 1305–1333 (king of Poland from 1320) and
4. King Casimir the Great, 1333–1370.

Polish dukedoms in the thirteenth century were not fiefs but shares in general power belonging to the dynasty, and the duke of Cracow, sometimes named the grand duke, was primus inter pares among the members of the dynasty. This made the individual rulers the owners of minting rights in their lands. The re-centralization of the restored Kingdom in the fourteenth century consisted mainly in gathering individual dukies in the hands of the king, and only in sporadic cases taking over the sovereignty over local dukes. Until recently, traces of particular coinages in the fourteenth century were few and scholars believed that the coinage centralization in Cracow went relatively quickly, leaving only ephemeral cases of separate coin issues, like in Poznań and Kalisz. Only discoveries of the two recent decades – mostly thanks to the use of metal detectors – showed a surprising diversity of local pennies, a large part of them being anonymous and difficult to interpret.

Vladislas the Ell-high’s elder brother, Duke Lestek the Black of Cracow, Sandomierz and Sieradz (1279–1288), re-chartered Sandomierz in 1286, after the town had been heavily devastated by the Mongol invasion. Lestek entrusted the city and its voït Wittig with minting ducal coinage for the Duchy of Sandomierz. It was the first known endowment of a Polish town with minting rights. Coins of Sandomierz, however, remained unknown for a long time. Only in 2000, it was observed that two types of anonymous, two-sided pennies might be attributed to the reign of Wenceslas II in Poland (1291–1305), one of them being found mostly around Cracow, and the other one, occurring east of this city, could have been struck in Sandomierz.

Vladislas the Ell-high while fighting for Cracow in 1304–1306, was supported by an Upper-Hungarian magnate, Abu Amadé. Having seized Sandomierz in 1305, Vladislas deposited Wittig who sided with Bohemians. The duke appointed

11Gumowski 1960, loco citato; Rokosz 2002.
13Paszkiewicz 2019.
16Paszkiewicz 2000.
his own allies, Marek and his son Rupert, as the new vogts of Sandomierz. The vogt of Sandomierz created in 1305, Marek (ii), was a son of another Marek (i), a former moneyer in Cracow who died by 1302.\(^{17}\) At uncertain time, possibly at the end of 1307, after Marek (ii)'s death, Witig returned to power in the city. When Aba was killed in Košice (Kassa) on 5 September 1311, Sandomierz probably initiated or at least joined the rebel of south-Polish cities against Duke Vladislas.\(^{18}\) On 31 October 1311, the duke again deposed the vogts of Sandomierz, Witig and Siegfried, for committing betrayal. At the same time the duke restored this office to Rupert and Marek (iii), the sons of Marek (ii).\(^{19}\) After Vladislas became king in 1320, he still styled himself dux terre Sandomiriensis among other titles of power of particular Polish lands in his documents, although the duchy of Sandomierz evolved into an administrative unit, a land (ziemia, terra) that would be called voivodeship (palatinatus, województwo) in the fifteenth century.\(^{20}\) The duchy-land of Sandomierz kept its local officials as relics of its autonomy: a voivode, a judge with his assistant and a scribe.\(^{21}\)

There are no written records on the activity of the Sandomierz mint. Among coins of Vladislas the Ell-high displaying his royal title (hence minted in 1320–1333), there are too many types of pennies of the southern part of the kingdom to be produced in the Cracow mint only. We had no renovatio monete in South Poland then and, consequently, the coin types should be stabilised. The mint names are not indicated on these coins, though. Certain types, according to their find occurrence, may be distributed between Cracow and Sandomierz mints. This may indicate that the Sandomierz mint still worked after Vladislas's coronation.\(^{22}\) However, the distribution of finds is not certain as an indicator of coins' origin because the area of Cracow is generally worse examined in archaeological terms than Sandomierz, Radom or Lublin. Cracow itself was and still has been excavated mostly by archaeologists interested in monumental architecture (particularly early medieval one), who pay less attention to later medieval single coin finds. What is more, the results of the largest excavations on the Cracow Main Market Square (conducted 2005–2010) have not been published yet, like results of the series of less attractive researches in the city.

The name of Cracow, although it was the capital town of the whole restored kingdom, did not occur on coins but one exception. This is the penny, discovered in 2010, with a helmet and Vladislas's paternal arms (the so-called Kuiavian arms: half-lion and half-eagle crowned) surrounded by the met and Vladislas's paternal arms (the so-called Kuiavian arms: half-lion and half-eagle crowned) surrounded by the legends: wlodziłam – cracovienses, and chartered it anew, probably in 1360 (Wyrozumska 1961, 86). The analogy to the Cracow penny helps us to make the abbreviated Sandomierz legend complete as denarius Sandomiriensis. It might be doubtful, however, that on this basis one could guess the simultaneity of both coins, because the weight of Sandomierz pennies (presumably about 0.27 g, i.e. 12×60 = 726 from the Cracow mark) is clearly lower than the Cracow one (0.34–0.42 g, i.e. less than 12×48 = 576 from the mark). We can see that — unlike in Cracow — the mint town of Sandomierz is emphasized not only in the legend of the relevant coin but also in the obverse type (the monogram S) whereas the duke is almost absent from it, being referred to only with his reduced emblem (the eagle's head) and even this also can be interpreted alternatively as a part of Sandomierz's seal.

The finds from Lublin and Michów, like the Felsőzsolca one, are single and we know nothing about their archaeological context. The hoards from Radom Piotrówka (2013) and Sandomierz Mariacka street (2014) provide us with a numismatic context. The hoards from Radom Piotrówka (2013) and Sandomierz Mariacka street (2014) provide us with a numismatic context. The hoards from Radom Piotrówka, hidden by 1350,\(^{24}\) was roughly listed by M. Bogucki and M. Trzeciecki. Apart from several Bohemian coins, groschen and parvi of Wenceslas II and John the Blind (variants have not been indicated), there are two dozens of Polish pennies. Most of them were coins of the Helmet/eagle type (Frynas P.11.5), usually regarded as anonymous and attributed to Vladislas the Ell-high.\(^{25}\) Only recently, an initial letter of the name 'Kazimirus' was observed in legends on several examples of this type. For this reason, the coin has been reattributed to King Casimir the Great (1333–1370), and not at the very beginning of his rule but some time later.\(^{26}\) According to further, still unpublished studies, this coinage might begin in the thirteenth-fourteens.

\(^{23}\)Paszkiewicz 2010 (the coin was found in the Opole Lubelskie area). The legends are supplemented with three other specimens: Warszawskie Centrum Numizmatyczne, Sale 50, 2012, No. 12 (unprovenanced); Bogucki 2013, 43 (Radom, 2012) and M. Bogucki pers. comm. (Radom, 2013).

\(^{24}\)According to the archaeologists, the existence of the Piotrówka castle in Radom had been terminated by a fire in the middle of the 14th century (Bogucki–Trzeciecki 2018, 289). The region of Radom was certainly devastated by the Lithuanian attack exactly in 1350 (Ptak 2015). It is not clear why the archaeologists do not take this fact into consideration. As a consequence of the devastation, King Casimir relocated the town of Radom to a new place and chartered it anew, probably in 1360 (Wyrozumskaja 1961, 86).


\(^{26}\)Miazga–Paszkiewicz 2019, 145–147.
The Sandomierz Mariacka street hoard is much smaller (five pennies) and consists of disputable coins:

1. Vladislas the Ell-high as the king (1320–1333), a penny with a profile head and the eagle shield (Frynas P.11.9); no traces of circulation;
2. The Sandomierz penny as above, No. 3: S/Eagle’s bust; irregularly struck and a bit worn;
3. The penny of Crown/R type, attributed to Casimir the Great (1333–1370) till now (Frynas P.12.6); chipped;
4–5. Two pennies of Eagle/crown I type, attributed to Przemysl II (1295–1296) till now (Frynas P.GrP.6.1); heavily worn.

Only one coin, showing the name of King Vladislas (No. 1), was struck certainly under the reign of Vladislas the Ell-high between 1320 and 1333, but it is not certain whether it was in Cracow or Sandomierz. The registered finds of such coins are: Janowiczki near Miechów, the Kielce area, Radom (several specimens) and Sandomierz. The list is certainly incomplete and – at present – suggests again the Sandomierz origin of this coin. Most probably, this coin was struck in the last years of Vladislas because a very similar obverse was used to strike an early penny of his son, Casimir. It is important to note that this is the best-preserved coin in the hoard.

There were no coins with the name of Casimir in the Sandomierz Mariacka find. All the other coins were anonymous there. However, very rare pennies of the Crown/R type (Fig. 11) are attributed to Casimir the Great, and this might be true because these coins are exceptionally small (c.12 mm, 0.21–0.26 g) and there is a record that in 1337/8, King Casimir introduced larger pennies in the Cracow and Sandomierz provinces, and these were certainly coins of c.14 mm diameter. The monogram R may stand for rex. We do not know, however, why the Crown/R type was absent from the Radom Piotrówka hoard, and also from the set of single coins collected from that site, although it was found alone in another locality nearby (and also singly in Miechów and Olkusz, as well as in the Sandomierz Mariacka hoard). The distribution of finds may suggest their Sandomierz origin but this supposition is far from certain.

The last type from the Sandomierz Mariacka hoard (Frynas P.GrP.6.1), represented by two worn specimens there, is particularly difficult to determine. Previous hypotheses about its origin must be rejected because of the distribution of recent finds. Its unusual and early form as well as the

---

1. I am much indebted to Mr. Piotr Chabrzyk who works on coins from Olkusz, and to Mr. Michał P. Grabowski who works on the Sandomierz Mariacka hoard, for their reports.
3. Stronczyński 1885, 28, No. 4a.
4. Stronczyński 1885, 28–29, No. 4-bis; Paszkiewicz 2002b.
5. See Paszkiewicz 2002a.
6. The coin appeared in December 2020 and has not been published yet.
Italian style still speak for an early date. We cannot guess, though, where it was minted.

To sum up, therefore, the Sandomierz hoard was hidden at the beginning of the reign of Casimir the Great, soon after 1333. This suggests that the penny with the name of Sandomierz, was struck during the reign of Vladislas the Ell-high.

The penny with S represents the unique name of the city, while it completely lacks the name and title of a king or duke. So it had to come out in special circumstances. These conditions would be best suited by Sandomierz’s rebellion against Vladislas the Ell-high in the autumn of 1311. At the same time, the unique fact that such a penny found its way to Hungary and — as a unique medieval coin — at the Felsőzoslca graveyard, suggests that it was brought by a person participating in the support of Aba Amadé for Duke Vladislas. This would make, however, the issue period of our coin only one or two months long, whereas the Sandomierz penny, although extremely rare, spread throughout the Duchy of Sandomierz and even Hungary. It is more likely then, that the connection between this issue and the city’s rebellion was not so close and it was only the suppression of the rebellion that had caused the name of Sandomierz to disappear from the coins minted in that city. In this case, the Felsőzoslca coin should be dated to the period 1307–1311 when the city of Sandomierz only reluctantly recognized Vladislas the Ell-high’s sovereignty. On the other hand, however, the Sandomierz and Radom hoards allow us to assume that the coin is about ten years younger. For now, we have no grounds to resolve this dilemma.
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